zzZebra
Casper products for the next generation of great sleepers

What is zzZebra?
At Casper, our goal is to awaken the potential of a well-rested world,
and for us this mission starts at birth.
We believe the key to developing great sleep habits is to start
before bad ones have the chance to creep in. And we know that if
we can help the next generation to be great sleepers, parents sleep
better too.
Just like zebras, families sleep best in a herd.
Shop zzZebra products

Babies (and parents) love The Stripe

Built to Grow
The Stripe, Casper’s first baby mattress, is designed to last as your
little one grows.
Firm on one side for infant safety, and plush on the other for your
toddler, The Stripe’s two-toned technology is made to last through
multiple stages of baby growth.

Safety first, we know the drill
All Casper Mattresses, including The Stripe, are CertiPUR-US certified.
The Stripe, in addition, is the recipient of the GREENGUARD Gold
certification, the industry standard seal of approval when it comes to
chemical emissions in baby mattresses.

Industry standard size

Hybrid foam construction

The Stripe mattress fits
perfectly in all cribs sold in
North America.

Made with the same
material you know and love
within Casper pet and larger
human mattresses.

Hypoallergenic

Machine washable cover included

We’ve created the cleanest
and most sustainable
mattress for better z’s.

Babies are messy. We get it.

Peek-a-boo
The convenience of doorstep delivery isn’t going anywhere.
It’s just showing up in a slightly smaller box.

From day one
The Stripe can be found in maternity wards across the country,
giving newborns everywhere a great night sleep from the get go.

Sounds to snooze to
Whether you’re up changing a diaper or resting up before a big
presentation, we’re here to soothe you.
Available on all streaming platforms.

In Your Dreams with Chris Gethard
What’s the most puzzling dream
you’ve ever had? Ever wonder
what it could possibly mean?
Every Monday

Sleep Like a Baby

The Night Shift

Join a rotating guests of
psychiatrists, pediatricians, and
baby sleep consultants discuss
how to help newborns sleep
better.

Discuss economic and job-related
implications of good sleep, and
learn more about companies who
are “sleep-forward”.

Every Wednesday

Listen now

Shop zzZebra products

Every Friday

